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With regard :o "Developnent of a Safety Goal; Preli inary Pclicy Considerations,"
published in :he jederal Regiscer March 26, 1981, we suppor: the co=ments pro-
vided May 15, 1981, by the A ocic Industrial Forum Co==ittee on Reactor Licensing
and Saf e t.y , as well as the AIF policy paper entitled "A Proposed Approach to the
N ablish=en: and Use of Quantitative Safety Goals in the Regulatory Process."

We believe that the application of probabilistic risk techniques through the use
of meaningful quantitative safe:y criteria provides a means for assuring that an
acceptable level of safety exists. Use of cost-benefit analyses can then be made
to identify areas in which further reductions in risk are warranted and obtain-
able, as well as other creas in which regulatory requirements are unduly re-
strictive with respect to their effects in increasing safety.

While Probabilistic Risk Assess:ent (FRA) methodologies are undergoing further
levelopment, we believe that they are sufficiently advanced ce permit application

i

to current reactor safety considerations. Meaningful use of PRA requires realistic
modeling. Wha e analytical results are close to the safety goals, additional
engineering judgement or =cre detailed analysis will be required to de:er=ine
che need for any further action.

T.terefore, we believe h*RC should proceed with the prompt formulation of a set of
qutnti:ative safety goals, rather than with just developing an approach :o safety

| goal definie. ion at this time, particularly in light of the near-ter= needs for such

| goals, such as the degraded-core rulesaking. We believe the AIF policy paper
referred to above provides a rational and useful set of safety criteria and appli-
cations, and u:ge that it be given careful consideration.
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